Minutes (action points) of CCC Committee Meeting 24th May 2021,
7:30 pm
Present: John C (chair), George C (minutes), Jean D, Meade M., Helen V., Geoff S., Paul A.,
Simon P., Stefano B., Steve P., Ema A., Rachel W.

1. Welcome Steve and thank Ema
2. How to deal with responses to the ETO consultations. See Jean's list at

https://bit.ly/3hKgITK
Consultations are expected to open at the 12 month point for each
scheme. So some are expected in June/July and continuing forward.
Pop-up consultations
Agreed we will carry out leafleting for some or all of the pop-up lanes
(to an extent guided by intelligence on the need on each scheme).
A team will be formed to organise leafleting. Volunteers:
Hold leaflets/cards and pass them to distributors - Paul A
Produce leaflet layouts and order printing - George C
Organise and schedule leaflet distribution - John C, Steve P
Distribute - Steve P, Simon P, others from lists held by John & Jean
LTN consultations
Agreed that we should support ‘discreetly’, e.g. asking our members
and supporters in the scheme area to respond and to write to their
councillors (important).
3. Events to attend. See spreadsheet at https://bit.ly/3wmkqXy

John C asked Committee members who can attend events to insert
their names directly in the spreadsheet.
Steve P. mentioned that there will be an Eco Fair in Pond Square on 26
June. He will add it to the spreadsheet.

4. Whether and when to restart physical meetings

Agreed: July 19th or Sept 20th
George C suggested we aim to get a high-profile speaker for the first
meeting. E.g. Ed Milliband.
Action - Ema to approach PHCC to see if they will allow us to use the
hall.
George? To approach Ed Milliband
5. Committee meetings
General view was to hold meetings about every 2 months on Zoom for
the foreseeable future. Ema agreed to consult the Committee and
discover what day of the week/time would suit most.
6. Topics that we need to raise with Camden councillors and officers

Steve P. suggested raising the impact of the HS2 work on cycling in
Camden. John C. suggested a separate meeting on HS2, including
himself, Steve and any other members interested.
John C mentioned the intention to hold a meeting with Adam Harrison
soon and asked for agenda suggestions.
●

Rachel W suggested the agenda should include discussion on
extending the Council’s consideration of cycling beyond
‘Transport’ to include housing, planning and education (at least).
● Simon P suggested a review of the Camden Transport Strategy
with a view to updating it - e.g. it does not include any mention of
‘safe and healthy street’/LTN schemes.
● Steve P. suggested road-user charging.
7. Other plans for the coming year
8. AOB

Carry out an audit on the York Way Pop Up cycle lanes. Jean to
coordinate.
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